How Good It Is!
…a future album…

by Lisa Baydush

How Good It Is
by Lisa Baydush © 5/1/15, capo 3
Chorus:

[G]Hinei, hinei
[D]Mah tov, mah tov
[G]U’ma, u’ma
[C]Na’im, na’im
[G]Hinei mah tov
[C]U’ma na’im (clap)
[D]How good it [G]is! (repeat)
[C]How good it [G]is to [D]be here with [G]you today!
[C]How good it [G]is to [D]be here with [G]you! (repeat)
[C]How good it [G]is to [D]sing with [G]you today!
[C]How good it [G]is to [D]sing with [G]you! (repeat)

Boker Tov, Chaverim
by Lisa Baydush © 9/12/18

[G]Boker tov, [C]chave[G]rim
[C]Boker [G]tov, [D]chaverim
[G]Boker tov, [C]chave[G]rim
[C]Boker, [D]boker [G]tov!
[C]Wave to your [G]friends
Share a [D]smile, say he[G]llo
[C]Give someone a [G]hug
And say [D]boker tov!

Modeh Ani
by Lisa Baydush © 9/5/15

I [G]wake up in the morning
with a [C]smile on my [D]face;
There’s a [G]song in my heart
and a [C]prayer I always [G]say.
I say:
[C]Modeh a[G]ni,
Thank you, [D]God, for this [G]brand new day!
[C]Modeh a[G]ni,
Thank you [D]for this brand new [G]day (repeat)

Look at Me
by Lisa Baydush © 4/16/2015, capo 2
Chorus:

[C]Look at me, look at me!
[G]I’m as big as I can be!
[C]Look at me, look at me!
[G]I’m growing [C]up! (repeat at beginning and end)
[F]I started out so [C]very small,
[G]Just a little [C]ba-a-by;
But [F]then I grew and [C]went to school
[G]Here at the JC[C]C! (chorus)
[F]Soon I’ll go to [C]a new school,
[G]Make new friends and [C]learn new things;
But I [F]know I always [C]have a home
[G]Here at the JC[C]C! (chorus)

Keshet
by Lisa Baydush © 7/23/15

[C]Red and [G]orange and [C]yellow and green
[F]Blue and purple, A [C]rainbow!
[F]Red and [G]orange and [C]yellow and green
[F]Blue and [G]purple, A [C]rainbow!
Chorus:

A [F]rainbow, a [C]rainbow (keshet, keshet)
I [G]see a rainbow [C]up in the sky
A [F]rainbow, a [C]rainbow
A [G]rainbow up in the [C]sky!
A[C]dom, Ka[G]tom, Tza[C]hov, Yarok,
Ka[F]chol, Sagol, Ba-[C]keshet!
A[F]dom, Ka[G]tom, Tza[C]hov, Yarok,
Ka[F]chol, Sa[G]gol, Ba-[C]keshet! (chorus)

The Color Game
by Lisa Baydush © 9/24/08, capo 2

I’m [C]thinkin’ about the [F]color A[C]dom
Do you know what [F]color I [G]mean?
A[C]dom is an apple and a [F]fire[C]truck,
Now shout it with me… [G]Adom is [C]red!
Adom is red! Adom is red!
[G]Adom, Adom, Adom, Adom, Adom is [C]red!
Kachol… the sky and a swimming pool… blue!
Yarok… the grass and the leaves on a tree… green!
Tzahov… a banana and the shining sun… yellow!
Katom… a carrot and a basketball… orange!
Sagol… a plum and a bunch of grapes… purple!
Lavan… a snowflake and a marshmallow… white!
Varod… a flamingo and cotton candy… pink!
Shachor… a panther and the evening sky… black!

The Counting Song
by Lisa Baydush © 6/26/14 (audio) (prop)

A[C]chat, a[Am]chat, a[Dm]chat is [G]one
A[C]chat is [Am]one like the [Dm]shining [G]sun
A[C]chat is [C7]one like the [F]shining sun
A[C]chat, A[G]chat is [C]one.
(Can you [F]count to [G]two?)

Sh’tayim is two like a pair of shoes…
Shalosh is three birds in a tree…
Ar-bah is four friends at the door…
Hameish is five bees in a hive…
Sheish is six crunchy pretzel sticks…
Shevah is seven angels straight from heaven…
Sh’moneh is eight spiders on a gate…
Taysha is nine ducks in line…
Eser is ten fingers on your hands… (Now let’s count again!)
A[C]chat, a[Am]chat, a[Dm]chat is [G]one
Sh’tayim is 2; Shalosh is 3; Arbah is 4; Hameish is 5;
Sheish is 6; Shevah is 7; Shmoneh is 8; Taysha is 9; Eser is 10

[C]Wow! You [Am]count so [Dm]well, my [G]friends!
You [C]counted in [C7]Hebrew from [F]1-10
And [C]now this [G]is the [C]end! [G-C]

Tzedakah, Tzedakah
by Lisa Baydush © 11/3/14
Chorus:

[G]Tzedakah, Tzedakah,
[C]Give Tze[G]dakah!
[C]Give Tze[G]dakah
…[D]lend a hand! (repeat)
…[D]be a [G]friend!
[C]Give a little, [G]give a lot
[D]Give what you can [G]every Shabbat (repeat) (chorus)
[C]Give from your pocket, [G]give from your heart
[D]Give ‘cause it’s a mitzvah to [G]do your part (repeat) (chorus)

Tzedakah Shows I Care
by Lisa Baydush © 1/8/18, capo 3

[G]I have something to [C]give
[G]I have something to [D]share
I [G]bring it with me to [C]school, it’s called
tze[D]dakah, it shows I [G]care!
A [C]little tzedakah from [G]me
Plus a [D]little tzedakah from [G]you
Makes a [C]lot of tzedakah from [G]all of us
It’s an im[D]portant thing to do!

Helping Hands
by Lisa Baydush © 11/14/15, capo 1
Intro: [C-G-C-G]
Chorus:

Do a [C]mitzvah [G]with your helping [C]hands today!
Do a [C]mitzvah [G]with your helping [C]hands! (repeat)
My [G]helping hands can [C]pick up trash
My [G]helping hands can [C]hug
I [G]like to use my [C]helping hands
[G]C’mon, everyone!
My [G]helping hands can [C]turn off lights
My [G]helping hands can [C]share
I [G]like to use my [C]helping hands
[G]C’mon, show you care!

Who is Like You? (Mi Chamocha)
by Lisa Baydush © 8/23/13, capo 2

[C]We re[D]member our [G]journey to freedom,
We [C]cele[D]brate and [G]sing with joy
[C]Who is [D]like You, [G]miracle maker
[C]Who is [D]like You, [G]A[D]do[G]nai?
Chorus:

[C]Mi Cha[G]mocha, [D]who is [G]like You?!
[C]Mi Cha[G]mocha, ba’ey[D]lim Ado[G]nai (repeat)
The [C]water [D]parted, we [G]crossed to safety
We [C]cele[D]brated and [G]sang with joy
[C]Who is [D]like You, [G]miracle maker
[C]Who is [D]like You, [G]A[D]do[G]nai? (chorus)
[C]Look a[D]round you each [G]day with wonder,
[C]Count your [D]blessings and [G]sing with joy:
[C]Who is [D]like You, [G]miracle maker
[C]Who is [D]like You, [G]A[D]do[G]nai? (chorus)
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